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Asus Memo Pad 7 me176c tablets asus global - the new asus memo pad 7 is created for those looking for a quality tablet at an affordable price and is the 1st 64bit android tablet worldwide. The 7 inch memo pad 7 features a state of the art intel atom z3745 processor and crisp visuals on a 1280 x 800 hd display while dual cameras with auto focus lets you shoot great images and record hd 1080p videos. Eee Pad Slider Sl101 Tablets Asus usa - the built in qwerty keyboard offers a much more comfortable typing experience. The eee pad slider provides intuitive tablet usage while simulating a laptop like user experience that people are more familiar with easily change your eee pad slider from a tablet to a notebook with just one slide with, Amazon com asus zenpad 8 dark gray 8 inch android tablet - Amazon com asus zenpad 8 dark gray 8 inch android tablet z380m 2mp front 5mp rear pixelmaster camera wxga touchscreen 16gb onboard storage quad core 1.3ghz processor 802.11a b g n wifi. Computers accessories, Amazon com asus zenpad s8 8 2048x1536 32gb black - Amazon com asus zenpad s8 8 2048x1536 32gb black tablet z580c b1 bk.